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CHAPTER II  

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This chapter discusses some basic theories related to the research of the 

study, those are the definition of linguistic difficulties, part of linguistic 

difficulties which is related with speaking ability. Each aspect is followed by the 

detail explanation which is supported by a suitable source of theory.  

2.1 Definition of Speaking 

Speaking skill is the capability to employ the language orally as a medium 

in discovering concept, desire, perception, and sense for the purpose of delivering 

a clear message to other people. In other hand, Rabab’ah (2005) underlines that 

speaking is one of the skills that need to be mastered by students in order to be 

able to have good communication with others. There are two massive goals when 

it comes to a speaking activity. 

According to Richards (2008), the goals comprise interactional and 

transactional. Interactional goal pays attention to the management of social 

bonding such as greeting, small talking, joke-telling, praising, and conversing. 

Meanwhile, the transactional goal focuses on the context of the message itself 

such as new announcement, speech, explanation, command, etc. The expression of 

meaning and sense by individuals through communication for the purpose of 

gaining information in colloquial activities cannot be separated from speaking. 

Therefore, people might take speaking in to account when it comes to the social 

mechanism. 
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2.2 Speaking Difficulties 

 In speaking, many students faced difficulties. Particullary, delivering 

English sentence while speaking is not easy. Students have to practice in 

developing this skill. Some students feel frustrated when their teacher asks to 

present something in front of their friend. In contrast, speaking is of necessity to 

be utilized in social environtment. It is due to the urgency of the students to 

master the speaking skill. Brown (2007) argues, there are three main factors of 

difficulties: psychological, linguistic, and sociiocultural factors. Therefore, this 

research will just focus on linguistic difficulties. This research is based on the 

related of vocabulary, pronunciation, fluency, and  clarity of the idea. 

2.2.1 Linguistic difficulties 

 Linguistic difficulties cover all aspects found in language targets itself 

encountered by one who is studying the language. Rabab’ah (2005) defines the 

linguistic language problems into several divisions. 

2.2.1.1 Mispronunciations 

 Shak, Lee, & Stephen (2016) claim that pronunciation plays a significant 

part in our personal and social lives because the way we speak reflects and shows 

our identity.  Second language learners need knowledge of the language in speech 

such as an understanding of the phonetic structure of language. Good English 

speakers can assess from the use of grammar and pronunciation. The problem 

which is often faced by the students is about pronunciation (Swary, 2014). They 

find it difficult to say certain words because the pronunciation and writing of 

words in English are different. Moreover, Kumar (2013) argues that everyone has 
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difficulty in understanding the speaker when they do not use the correct 

pronunciation even they have mastered grammar and vocabulary. 

 Hadijah (2014) underlines that pronunciation refers to the production of 

sounds that include attention to language sounds such as intonation, expression, 

stressing, timing, spelling, pattern, and rhythm. For example, students with good 

pronunciation are easier to understand if they make mistakes.  They must be able 

to identify the intonation at least they must recognize and match the tone used 

when speaking. They need to understand the relationship between pitch and 

intonation. For instance, the words “buy” becomes bai and “bye” becomes bae. 

They have different pronunciation and pitch in order not to avoid 

misunderstanding.  

2.2.1.2 Lack of Vocabulary 

 Vocabulary is one of important components in language acquisition. The 

individuals cannot communicate without mastering a sufficient number of 

vocabularies. Moreover, by knowing many vocabularies the individuals will easy 

to express ideas, feeling, and though both in oral and written form. Therefore, 

there are several problems that students faced in speaking. It is related to students’ 

lack of vocabulary that will make them hard to say the words during class and also 

make them not confident to speak English. Afisa (2015) points out that some 

students do not know the vocabulary, and then they use Indonesian language 

when they speak in English. It is evident that conversation requires vocabulary 

mastery. Many students do not feel confident while speaking English because they 

are afraid if they choose the wrong word. Vocabulary knowledge viewed as a 
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critical tool for second language learners because having a limited vocabulary in a 

second language hinder successful communication (Alqahtani, 2015) 

 Ismi (2016) adds that without having a sufficient vocabulary, someone 

cannot communicate effectively or express their idea both oral and written form. 

For instance, when students were talking and then they get stuck because they do 

not know words that they should to say, so automatically the communication 

cannot be delivered to listeners. For example, to describe the huge building, the 

learner should recognize the words “wide”, “long”, and “high” to describe a huge 

building. However, a new item of vocabulary may be more than a single word: for 

example, face powder and chemical preparation, which are made up of two or 

three words but express a single idea. In conclusion, in order to get 

communication run well, the speaker should have sufficient vocabulary.  

2.2.1.3 Inappropriate Grammar 

 Al-Mekhlafi & Nagaratnam (2011) state that in teaching grammar, three 

scopes have to be considered: grammar as a rule, grammar as a form, and 

grammar as a resource. The grammar of language comprises the sound and sound 

patterns, the basic units of meaning such as words and rules to combine all of 

those to form sentences with a desired meaning. Harmer (2007) describes that 

grammar is partly the study of what forms or structures are possible in language 

learning. People are able to deliver or convey their message as clear and as 

meaningful as possible due to their grammar understanding. 

 Handayani & Johan (2018) claim that grammar is generally thought to be a 

set of rules, specifying the proper structure of words at the sentence level. 
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Grammar explains how the language should be composed by utilizing various 

categories. Without the existence of grammar, language will be hardly understood. 

Therefore, learning grammar is of necessity. If the students are not good at 

grammar, of course, they will not be able to produce well-structured sentences. 

For instance, there is a subject and verb agreement that the students have to 

understand and still many other aspects that have to be learned. Another example, 

they need to know that verbs in third person singular have an “s” ending in the 

present simple (e.g. he brings, she takes, it flows). They also need to know that 

modal auxiliaries are followed by bare infinitives without ‘to’ so that they can 

eventually avoid making mistakes like he should to go. Most students are very 

easy to get confused with English grammar even though grammar is needed to 

form a right sentence. Furthermore, Al-Mekhlafi & Nagaratnam  (2011)  add that 

a better approach to learning languages that can help us communicate well is to 

learn grammar sources. Realizing that students have is very weak in grammar, so 

they feel embarrassed when they want to produce English sentences orally.  

 The misuse of the preposition is the most common thing that emerges 

among students (Handayani & Johan, 2018). This part of grammar leads the 

student to a well-structured sentence. Preposition is a group of very common little 

words like at, for, in, on, by, for, with, upon, etc. The dictionary defines 

preposition as a word that governance and usually precedes a noun or pronoun as 

well as expressing a relation to another word or element in the clause. For 

instance, Nida works at the market, she lives in Indonesia, I am listening to the 

music, etc. Native English speakers hardly make a fault when they are dealing 
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with these very common prepositions. However, non-native speakers repeatedly 

get them wrong since they are inclined to do a direct translation rather than 

listening to native English speakers (Nazara, 2011). Sometimes students are still 

confused in putting preposition in a sentence. It leads the students to a difficulty in 

distinguishing the functions of preposition when they are speaking English. 

2.2.1.4 Problem in fluency 

 As the part of linguistic skills De Jong, et al. (2012), fluency is related to 

the speed and ease of the flow of speech. Although the concept of fluency exists 

in all four abilities those are speaking, listening, writing, and reading. In reality, 

Kumar (2013) mentions that fluency and accuracy are closely related and 

necessary for successful communication. Fluency usually refers to express oral 

language freely without interruption. Fluency in speaking English is the aim of 

many language learners because everyone wants to speak communicatively, 

fluently, and accurately. One of the requirements that is of necessity for the 

students to accomplish is mastering the spoken English fluency. Furthermore, 

fluency  This ability could be their privilege when they are competing to get a job. 

Thus, the students need to put their best efforts to get rid of their difficulties to 

achieve the spoken English fluency from the very first place. 

 The phenomenon that is defined as pause fillers is the prevalent problem 

that generally emerges complex ideas are intended to emerge (Wang, 2014). 

Another crucial point is that the students have a high tendency of silent pause. The 

occurrence of silent pause when the students are delivering their speech is quite 

massive. There are examples of the frequency of pause fillers such as: well, mm, 
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ee, etc. In conclude, the more silent pauses are generated it means more 

fragmented and hesitant speeches delivered. So, all the problems that occur will 

prevent someone from communicating properly. 

 Louis, et al.(2014) mention the interpretations of fluency disorders as 

follows: cluttering and stuttering. Cluttering relates to a condition where an 

individual suffers from speaking way too fast, too bouncy, or even both. Most 

people who suffer from a clutter are inclined to produce words or sentences 

together as well as producing more fillers, hesitations, revisions, or other breaks in 

their speech than any other speakers do. They don't have a clear idea to say, and 

they often feel unaware that they have a problem and this makes their sound 

cluttered.  Second, stuttering is defined as a speech disorder which leads the 

speaker to repeat or prolong (withdraw) the word part or remain stuck. Stuttering 

comprises several strategies for the purpose of decreasing repetition, extension, or 

blocking. Stuttering is close to psychological depression or a bad mood. 

Eventually, those who suffer from stuttering repeatedly experience loosing 

unconscious control for delivering particular words. Furthermore, Derakhshan, 

Khalili, & Beheshti (2016) define that Apraxia also has known as dyspraxia, an 

abnormality on the oral speech motor. Those who are dealing with this problem 

hardly move the muscles and needed structures to convert speech sounds into 

words. 

 Derakhshan, Khalili, & Beheshti (2016) state that learners can improve 

fluency through recording. Recording encourages students to speak English, 

increase greater fluency, achieve extra practice outside the classroom and develop 
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students’ awareness to learn. Records may propose "low teaching" to improve 

fluency in foreign languages and be responsible for the practice of their language. 

Let alone, Brown (2007) reveals that recording facilitates extensive monologues 

for both intermediate and advanced level students by means of speech making, 

reporting, and resuming. To achieve the language proficiency, continuous practice 

is urged to the students. 

 In addition,  Bamanger & Gashan (2015) add that listening is a suitable 

way to increase fluency. Learners must listen to something that can be understood 

repeatedly. In addition, Derakhshan, Khalili, & Beheshti (2016) mention two 

ways to develop talking fluency. First, attention and concentration, doing 

activities without distraction and being able to hold that effort long enough to get 

the task done. Second, play skill voluntary involvement skills that are usually 

associate with pleasure where the activity is possible but are not necessarily the 

goal. On the other hand, sometimes the individuals have the variety way to 

overcome their problem in fluency. 

 

 


